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Oasis Bistro 

"Luxurious Fine Dining and Buffet"

The Oasis Restaurant is a hotspot for luxurious fine dining. This

Restaurant is located in the Mount Nelson Hotel in Gardens, Cape Town. It

is appropriately called The Oasis, set adjacent to the hotel's crystal clear,

sparkling pool in the lush gardens. It is conveniently cut off from the buzz

of the streets, but envelopes you with stylish serenity, as an oasis would.

It emanates an atmosphere of classy elegance and the service is so

impeccable, you will almost feel like the only guest. The Oasis Restaurant

serves a delicious breakfast and lunch buffet, or join them for a Sunday

lunch with live Jazz music.

 +27 21 4831 948  www.belmond.com/hotels

/africa/south-africa/cape-to

wn/belmond-mount-nelson-

hotel/

 reservations@mountnelson

.co.za

 76 Orange Street, Gardens,

Cape Town

 by Shaislionfish   

Mezepoli 

"Perfect Setting for all Occasions"

Mezepoli is an award winning restaurant that can be found in Camps Bay.

They are known for their signature style of serving Greek Meze and Tapas.

They provide provides patrons an urban dining experience that is no-fuss,

while being right on trend and chic. Their philosophy is to indulge in the

now and this can be seen in the delectable food they offer. This restaurant

is the perfect setting for any occasion and is open all through the week.

 +27 21 438 1915  www.mezepoli.co.za/  campsbay@mezepoli.co.za  Victoria Road, Bakoven,

Cape Town

 by www.wbayer.com - www.f

acebook.com/wbayercom   

Harbour House 

"Freshly Caught Seafood"

Harbour House is a seafood, seaside restaurant with views toward

Simon's Town on one side and St James on the other. Relax in this

comfortable venue whilst watching the fishing boats bobbing at the

moorings, gulls swooping and the sea air awakening your appetite. The

airy interior has lots of white, which makes a perfect frame for the azure

sea through the many windows on three sides. There's a smallish menu of

excellent seafood, much of it fresh from the boats that you can see

through the windows. If you're not in a fishy mood, the Harbour House

Burger will guarantee satisfaction. There's a small wine list with very

reasonable prices.

 +27 21 788 4133  harbourhouse@icon.co.za  Kalk Bay Harbour, Kalk Bay, Cape

Town
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